By 2018, every gaming operator has come to terms with the fact that technology has had, and will continue to have, a remarkable impact on our industry. While some of the basics have not changed, the way services are offered, the way we learn about customers, and the way our industry is regulated have all been significantly impacted by advances in technology. Along with these exciting developments has come the need for businesses in our industry to understand the risks related to some of these technological advances and the emerging laws and regulations that are sure to continue to develop.

From an operational perspective, many of today’s trends seem to have shifted heavily toward refining and customizing the overall guest experience to attract and retain customers. It is nearly impossible to discuss the current state of the gaming industry without some mention of how customer data is shaping marketing initiatives, analytics, and operational efficiencies or the newest technology offerings that promise increased customer interaction and engagement. A detailed and data-driven understanding of what specific offerings will appeal to each guest is critical. But with this increasing volume of data, comes the potential for serious consequences if your clients are not advised about cyber risks and how to mitigate them while driving business in today’s market.

This article will highlight a few high-risk issues that gaming attorneys should be familiar with so they can help their clients identify them and, where appropriate, recommend further consultation with specialized counsel. Specifically, this article covers: (1) the recent changes following the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulations; (2) the implications of customer and employee data collection; (3) third-party data sharing, and; (4) laws and regulations concerning data breach protocol.

General Data Protection Regulations

One of the more recent changes of international significance came on May 25, 2018, the effective date of the General Data Protection Regulations of the European Union, commonly referred to as GDPR. GDPR has received attention across a variety of industries, likely because it imposes some very challenging obligations, contemplates the possibility of staggering fines, and includes the potential for extremely broad application, even to international businesses that may not have a large European presence. GDPR, by its own terms, applies to all companies that hold data of individuals within the European Union, meaning that the law potentially reaches a broad range of U.S. companies, including large gaming companies that may have a significant international customer base. ¹

Although the EU has garnered attention as one of the first to institute a data protection law with such a huge potential reach, many U.S. states appear likely to follow suit. California recently signed into law fairly similar legislation titled the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (the “Act”) which will go into effect January 1, 2020.² The Act is akin to GDPR because it requires companies to be transparent and disclose to consumers how data is collected, processed, and to whom it is sold.³ The law also includes a “right to be forgotten” and
affirmative consent requirements, however these aspects are somewhat more limited than the GDPR. Indeed, California’s new Act and increasing legislation in other states indicate that state and federal laws in the U.S. will continue to develop on this topic. By staying generally familiar with these new laws and regulations you can help your clients proactively consider these potential requirements as they evaluate and implement any new initiatives that relate to the collection and usage of data. This may somewhat ease the challenges related to subsequently being required to become compliant as the scope of these regulations expand.

Customer and Employee Data

When it comes to collecting data from both customers and employees, many high-risk areas can be addressed by advising your clients to understand and consider all points of capture, related consent language, and applicable privacy policies. Aside from the increasing levels of customer data discussed above, in the employment context, gaming entities may have unusually large levels of data as well. In addition to the traditional employee personal information that virtually all employers collect and maintain, gaming entities often have information related to heightened background investigation obligations, tracking of gaming permits and licenses, and for key licensees. Thus, for gaming companies, the amount of personal data is likely to be somewhat uniquely voluminous, creating a greater need to take appropriate steps to mitigate the associated risks.

The first thing clients should consider is the point of capture or where they are obtaining personal data. Obvious points of capture include when a customer joins a loyalty program or when an employee joins the company. But as marketing and human resources teams creatively expand on how they interact with customers and employees, these points of capture can vary and the teams implementing these changes may not appreciate the critical nature of a consistent capture process. These points of capture could be via iPad-carrying marketing representatives at special events, recruiters collecting potential candidate information at job fairs, as part of a box office sales process, or via app-based non-gaming offerings. The possibilities are endless, and each point of capture may involve different information and different associated risks related to the security of that data, as well as the way it is used by the company.

The next important aspect to understand is consent language. While it may be widely understood that traditional website data capture must include appropriate consents, it is important to consider how to ensure appropriate consents each time this type of data is gathered—even during those in-person interactions where the customer is verbally providing data. If the data is making its way into any sort of database, the appropriate consents related to its use must be obtained and in many instances this consent must be confirmed in writing. Creating ongoing dialogue around the various points of capture can avoid improper collection and storage of data that was not obtained with appropriate consents. Maintaining a consistent approach to consent obtained at each point of capture will mitigate certain data related risks and may also help consistently ensure that your client is complying with various marking related laws as well.

Finally, clients should schedule routine reviews of their privacy policy. The policy must always accurately reflect, among other things, how customer data is tracked and used, which will certainly change over time. Engaging in an open and ongoing dialogue with their marketing teams can help clients ensure that their privacy policy stays accurate and up to date. Gathering information around basic practices, as well as less obvious marketing activity like the use of tools that assist in behavioral and preference tracking, is the key to these conversations. Appropriately disclosing this type of activity can avoid unnecessary additional risk in this context.
Many clients may not necessarily think they are “sharing” data with third parties if they are not directly partnering with companies that independently utilize the data. However, many of today’s operational and analytics tools rely on cloud-based, subscription software, and many technology tools involve integration with third-party providers that must access certain data to provide their service. Some examples include the more obvious credit reporting agencies and marketing vendors, yet vendors as innocuous as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) suppliers may have access to company data. Third-party vendors with access to data, particularly those without sophisticated data security systems, pose a significant risk to clients. Indeed, one survey indicates that third party data breaches account for more than 63% of all data breaches. This risk may be the most difficult to mitigate because the data is outside of your client’s environment and control. However, there are important steps to take that can protect against these very real threats. First, make sure your clients understand which vendors may have access to data and that their data security personnel carefully reviews the security posture of these vendors before they are engaged. Further, ensure that the applicable contract allows for ongoing security review and that your clients are aware of and comfortable with how risks around data breaches are allocated, including how limits of liability would apply to those scenarios. Finally, if your client carries cyber insurance coverage, you should encourage them to confirm whether coverage would apply in the event data is compromised by way of a third-party service provider (as well as any other critical conditions of coverage, including time restrictions for claims reporting).

Another important third-party player to understand is third-party data storage. If your client outsources data storage, they should be familiar with the basics of the storage company’s structure. Your client’s contract with its data storage company should take into account: (1) how quickly and how often your client needs to access the data; (2) how long your client needs to retain the data; (3) how secure your client requires the data to be; and (4) what regulatory requirements bind your client. Additionally, it is important to remember that entities that turn to third-party storage providers still have a high level of responsibility over data storage and security. Even if your client uses a third-party to store and protect data, you should remind them that they must still understand the basics of what type of storage framework the vendor uses and what kind of data your company is storing. Ultimately, the party that owns the data carries serious reputational and legal risks related to a breach involving that data, even if it occurs as a result of a data breach of the third-party storage vendor.

Third-Party Data Sharing

Laws and Regulations Concerning Data Breach Protocol

Finally, there are an increasing number of laws and regulations around data security. Like any business, your clients must comply with federal and state laws surrounding data “breach” events. NRS 603A.020 defines a “breach of the data security of the system data” broadly as “unauthorized acquisition of computerized data that materially compromises the security, confidentiality, or integrity of personal information maintained by the data collector.” In addition, most gaming jurisdictions now have, at a minimum, self-reporting obligations in the event of a “breach” scenario. Specifically, Nevada requires data collectors to disclose data breaches “in the most expedient time possible and without unreasonable delay” to state residents whose data is reasonably believed to have been compromised. Nevada also specifies which methods of notification are appropriate and which standards each method must meet. Additionally, the Nevada Gaming Control Board (the “Board”) lays out regulations for data security in its Minimum Internal Control Standards (“MICS”). The Information Technology MICS require gaming companies to, among other things, notify patrons of privacy policies, protect personally identifiable information, and maintain...
secure firewalls and routers. Importantly, each gaming company must demonstrate that it has a notification process to inform the Board’s Enforcement Division in the event of a breach. Your clients should be advised of these laws and regulations and further advised to seek specialized counsel to formulate appropriate incident response plans that address these unique gaming regulatory obligations. If your client is publicly traded, they should also be counseled as to SEC regulations on the issue.

We live in a thrilling age where rapid technological advances are the new norm, allowing our operators to constantly refine the customer experience in not only gaming offerings, but also in terms of the overall entertainment experience. Along with that comes a need to carefully monitor the legal and compliance related risk so your clients are best prepared to avoid potentially staggering fines, class action lawsuits, and disastrous reputational damage that could result in the event of a data breach or fines related to non-compliant practices. Gaming lawyers can add significant value simply by assisting their clients in identifying some of the key risks specific to gaming clients and data security. This will best position your clients to make well-informed decisions about where and when it may be necessary to engage additional specialized counsel to ensure on-going compliance with laws and regulations that are certain to continue to develop in this exciting age of technology.
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